Live broadcast with your whiteboard

STEP 1
Start your project.

STEP 2
Prepare your materials (pdfs, book screenshots, photos etc). Put them all on a whiteboard.

Move and organize every media object using the Hand Tool.

STEP 3
Start the live conferencing session by opening your preferred app such as Zoom, Teams etc. Then tap Share Screen and open Explain Everything. This allows your participants to see your content in real-time.

Engage your students or colleagues through online, real-time connection. Make it more personal and real. Always stay on the same page.

In this scenario, the teacher or presenter broadcasts their whiteboard using a video conferencing solution (e.g. Zoom, WebEx, Teams, Skype, Google Hangouts Meet).

Good to know
Broadcasting a whiteboard via tablet cuts off your camera. If you still want to be visible, use two devices: one for transmitting your whiteboard and another for transmitting your video.

More resources explaineverything.com/blog
🎬 Share whiteboard videos with anyone in your virtual classroom

STEP 1  Start a project. Add your ready-made materials or slides.

STEP 2  Press record to capture your message through audio voice over. Move your materials, highlight the most important parts or simply write things down. Your video is being recorded in real-time.

STEP 3  Export your project using web video link, then publish the link to your LMS/CMS or via social networks.

Record simple explainer videos to present your point of view using audio, and visuals. There is no better way to enhance remote communication and assignment.
(step 1) Tap **Invite** to share the access link to your cloud project with others.

**STEP 2** Invite collaborators through email, a web link or simply a CODE. Choose your favorite way and get started!

**STEP 3** Once you’ve added participants, press **Start** to run your first collaboration-based project. You will see all the collaborators listed on the right side of the whiteboard.

Make your lessons more meaningful thanks to **real-time collaboration**. Work together on different projects with your students to increase student learning and achievement. Make it all happen, **no matter the distance**.

---

**Collaborative whiteboarding for better understanding**

- Make your lessons more meaningful thanks to **real-time collaboration**. Work together on different projects with your students to increase student learning and achievement. Make it all happen, **no matter the distance**.